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From Holland’s “Tulipmania”, John Law’s “Mississippi Bubble” and England’s 
“South Sea Bubble” to 1920s USA’s “Black Thursday”, then 1980s Japan, North 
Europe and new developing market countries’ bubbles, and USA’s “Black Monday”, 
continue to the high science and technology bubbles, bubble experiences happen one 
after another. Along with the further development of capital markets, finance structure 
adjustments, bubble’s influence on economy is more and more obvious. Recently, 
bubble has already been a big problem all over the world, not only to the developed 
countries but also to the developing countries. Therefore, it causes the theoretical 
debates on “Whether Central Bank’s monetary policy should react to bubbles or not, 
and if should how to?”. 
During the past ten years, China’s capital market developed quickly and become 
one necessary part of financial system, the capital relationship between capital market 
and money market is becoming more and more closed, and the asset price has 
influenced China’s monetary policy and real economy a lot. So “Whether monetary 
policy should intervene bubble and how to?” became a new issue of concern to 
Chinese scholars. 
  This paper studies the above question, and it contains several parts as following. 
Chapter one analyses the causes of bubbles and provides foundation for the 
following discussions. 
Chapter tow uses Diamond model to analyses bubbles’ influences on macro 
economy. Uses econometrics to do a empirical study on China stock price’s influence 
on consumption and investment, so as to analyze bubbles’ influences on China’s 
macro economy. 
Chapter three introduces Japan and USA’s bubble affairs and their governing 
experiences, and then summarizes some general principles. 
Chapter four introduces some arguments on whether monetary policy should 
react to bubbles, and, introduce some examination methods of bubbles in detail and 
put forward a new point of view for judging bubbles, that’s judging from the 
monetary policy’s reaction to bubbles from the financing point, so provide a new way 













intervention of bubbles. 
    Chapter five gives some advices on how to deal with bubbles, and think that 
China should pay more attention to prevent bubbles and then govern bubbles. 
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